We analyse sampling and average sampling techniques for fractional spline subspaces of L 2 (R). Fractional B-splines β σ are extensions of Schoenberg's polynomial splines of integral order to real order σ > −1. We present the interpolation with fundamental splines of fractional order for σ ≥ 1 and the average sampling with fundamental splines of fractional order for σ ≥ 3 2 . Further, we generalise Kramer's lemma in the context of local average sampling.
Introduction and Preliminaries
In digital signal and image processing, continuous signals need to be represented by their discrete samples. A fundamental problem is how to represent a continuous signal in terms of its discrete samples. The main goal of sampling theory is to reconstruct a function from a suitable class of functions from its discrete samples [7, 8] . The well-known Shannon sampling theorem states that any band-limited signal f is completely determined by its samples [3, 4, 6] . In practical situations, the available signals need not be band-limited. In order to handle such situations, many authors have discussed the sampling and reconstruction problem in general shift invariant spaces and spline subspaces [1, 2, 3, 4, 23, 24, 5, 6, 7, 8] . The shift invariant spaces and spline spaces yield many advantages in practical applications.
In [23] , Aldroubi et al. have studied the problem of reconstructing functions from a set of nonuniformly distributed weighted average samples in the context of shift invariant subspaces of L p (R d ) generated by p-frames. Moreover, they have developed fast approximation-projection iterative reconstruction algorithms. The same authors have analysed, in [24] , uniformly sampled convolution and stable average samplers and their reconstructions over shift invariant spaces. Furthermore, they also studied sampling and reconstruction on irregular grids and established the connections between stable deconvolution and stable reconstruction from samples after convolution is subtle.
In [12] , Schoenberg introduced cardinal polynomial splines which are compactly supported functions. Spline functions are a very convenient tool for solving practical application problems. Many studies were done on sampling and reconstruction theorem for spline subspaces [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
In general, the degrees of splines are integers. An extension of polynomial B-splines to fractional order is known as fractional B-splines. M. Unser and Th. Blu introduced such fractional B-splines in [13] . They showed that all of desirable computational properties of cardinal B-splines of integral degree carry over to the fractional B-splines. But in general, fractional B-splines are not compactly supported functions.
Symmetric fractional B-splines are defined in the Fourier domain in [13] by
In the following, we consider the fractional spline space V which is a subspace of L 2 (R) with a generator β σ ∈ L 2 (R),
For this range of σ-values, this representation is stable and the fractional spline space V is a well-defined subspace of L 2 (R) [13] .
Interpolation of fractional order fundamental splines
We consider the interpolation with fundamental splines of fractional order. In [14] , the interpolation with fundamental splines of fractional order of the form
is analysed for σ ≥ 2 and σ 2N + 1. The fractional splines considered in the present work are symmetric about the y-axis and those considered in [14] are defined on [0, ∞). In this paper, we analyse the analogues results for σ ≥ 1.
The main aim in interpolation is to construct a fundamental cardinal spline of fractional order
satisfying the interpolation condition:
for an appropriate bi-infinite sequence {c Considering the formal series (2.2) and taking the Fourier transform on both sides of equation
In order to find the fundamental splines, we obtain from the formal series (2.2) and (2.3),
i.e., on the unit circle |z| = 1, we must have
Therefore using equation (2.4), we obtain
In order to show that L σ is well defined we have to show that the denominator in (2.5) is not zero on the unit circle |z| = 1. We obtain such a sufficient condition in the following theorem.
−n has no roots on the unit circle |z| = 1.
Proof. In terms of the Fourier transforms we can write
Here, using the same arguments as in [14] , it suffices to consider 0 < ω < 2π.
The denominator on the right can be written as
Clearly 0 < a < 1. The latter sum has to be zero free for all 0 < a < 1.
The following manipulations hold true:
where ζ(σ + 1, a) denotes the classical Hurwitz zeta function [21] . Using the result stated in Lemma 2 of [14] , we see that if σ + 1 ≥ 1 + a and σ + 1 ≥ 1 + 1 − a for all 0 < a < 1, i.e., σ ≥ 1, then both zeta functions are zero free for σ ≥ 1. The arguments employed in [14] to show that Z(σ + 1, 1 − a, a) is zero free for 0 < a < 
In order to analyse the sampling theorem for the fundamental cardinal spline L σ , we consider the following version of Kramer's lemma [18] which appears in [14, 17] .
Define a function K :
and a linear integral transform K on L 2 (I) by
Then K is well defined and injective. Furthermore, if the range of K is denoted by 
where F := K f and G = Kg.
(ii) {S k : k ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis for H. (iii) Each function f ∈ H can be recovered from its samples on the sequence {t k : k ∈ Z} via the formula
The above series converges absolutely and uniformly on subsets of R, where
If we take Ω := R, t := Z, a k = 1 for all k ∈ Z, and the interpolating functions 
where H = K(L 2 (I)) and K is the injective integral operator
(ii) Every function f ∈ H L 2 (I) can be recovered from its samples on the integers via
where the series (2.6) converges absolutely and uniformly on all subsets of R.
This condition is verified by the equation (2.3). Since the fundamental cardinal spline
, the condition C2 is also established. Further, as the unfiltered splines {β σ (· − k) : k ∈ Z} form a Riesz basis of the space V (see, [13] ), ||K(·, t)|| L 2 (I) is bounded on R. Hence (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 2.2.
Local average sampling for fractional spline space
In practical situations, it is difficult to measure the exact values of the samples. The measurement process depends on the aperture device used for capturing the samples. An appropriate model is to assume that the samples are local average samples of the form
where the averaging function h(t) reflects the characteristics of the acquisition device. In this section we carry over the interpolation with fundamental splines of fractional order to the local average sampling context. We assume that the averaging function h(t) is compactly supported in
The fundamental spline of fractional order L h,σ : R −→ R for the average sampling problem is
satisfying the weighted interpolation condition:
Taking the Fourier transform on both sides of the formal series (3.7), we obtain
In view of formal series (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain
Therefore on the unit circle |z| = 1,
Using equation (3.9) we obtain
In order to construct the fundamental splines of fractional order for the local average sampling problem we have to show that the denominator of (3.10) is not zero on the unit circle |z| = 1. We obtain sufficient conditions on σ and h for which this holds in the following theorem. 
(R). Consider the non-negative averaging function h(t), whose support is contained in [−l, l], where
Proof. We consider F := β σ ⋆ h. As β σ , h ∈ L 1 (R), we get F ∈ L 1 (R) and F ∈ L 1 (R). Now the 2π-periodic function defined by
converges everywhere and its corresponding Fourier series is given by
where
Therefore we obtain,
As the Fourier series converges everywhere, we get
hence we get
By setting x = 2πu, it follows that for u ∈ [0, 1], equation (3.12) can be modified as
Let us set
We can write h(t) as a sum of the form h(t) := h 0 (t) + h 1 (t), where h 0 (t) := 
(3.16) As β σ and h 0 are even functions, it is sufficient to consider u ∈ [0, 
Substituting these values in (3.15), we obtain
σ is monotonically increasing for σ ≥ 1 and has value 0 at σ = 1. Hence, we obtain G h (z) has no root on the unit circle |z| = 1.
The fundamental cardinal spline L h,σ of fractional order σ with σ > 1 is an element of
4. Kramer's sampling theorem for local averages Theorem 4.1. Let ∅ I, Ω ⊆ R and let {φ k : k ∈ Z} be an orthonormal basis of L 2 (I), where I is an interval in R. Suppose that {S k : k ∈ Z} is a sequence of functions S k : Ω → C and t := {t k ∈ R : k ∈ Z} a numerical sequence in Ω and the averaging function h(t) is compactly supported in L 1 (R) satisfying the conditions 9
Define a function K : 17) and a linear integral transform T on L 2 (I) by
Then T is well defined and injective. Furthermore, if the range of T is denoted by
, when endowed with the inner product
where f (t) = T F(t) = I F(x)K(x, t)dx and g(t) = TG(t) = I G(x)K(x, t)dx.
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the linear integral transform 4.18 is well defined for each t ∈ Ω, since F and K(·, t) are in L 2 (I). Now,
Further, the transformation 4.18 is one to one because
is a complete orthogonal sequence for L 2 (I). Let H be the range of the integral transform endowed with the norm
Using the polarization identity, we obtain
Therefore, (H, ·, · H ) is a Hilbert space isometrically isomorphic to L 2 (I), with the inner product
Now we prove {S n : n ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis for H. For every k, T (φ k ) = S k and hence we obtain
Therefore {S n : n ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis for H.
Expanding the functions f ∈ H with respect to the orthonormal basis {S n (t)} ∞ n=−∞ , we have 20) where the convergence is in the H norm sense and hence pointwise in Ω. By (i), the isometry between H and L 2 (I), we obtain
where T (F) = f. Using the integral transform 4.18,
By 4.21 and 4.22, we obtain
Therefore by 4.20
The above series converges absolutely and uniformly on subsets of R, where ||K(·, t)|| L 2 (I) is bounded.
In theorem 4.1, we choose Ω := R, t := Z, a k = 1, for all k ∈ Z, and for the interpolating function S k = L h,σ (· − k), k ∈ Z. Then we obtain the average sampling theorem for fundamental splines of fractional order. where H = T (L 2 (I)) and T is the injective integral operator
(ii) Every function f ∈ H L 2 (I) can be recovered from its samples on the integers via [25, 26, 27] on sampling with finite rates of innovation can also be applied to fractional spline spaces. These questions will be investigated in a forthcoming paper.
